
and the other on the inside. In (No. 70) the inside of
the skull of a women' of Bixty-five, shows almost pre-cisely the converse of the ossification of the outside.
What is open on one surface is closed on the other ex-
cept for the lambdoidal.

(8) That the time of closure of any particular partof a suture, and the order in which the process advances
are very uncertain. In proof of this we need only
compare the appearances of the individual cases of any
group of five or six skulls of the same or nearly the
same age in the first half of the table. As to the
usual order I shall venture only to say what I think
about some points.

I think that closure generally begins in the back
part of the sagittal and often as soon or nearly as soon
in the lower ends of the coronal. I think that when
the sutures close early the coronal usually closes before
the lambdoidal, but that in old skulls, on the outside,
at least, the lambdoidal is more frequently obliterated
than the coronal. On the inside of old skulls there is
very often a minuto line showing the position of the
apex of the lambdoidal suture when all the others are
quite gone. A persistent frontal suture is one of the
last to disappear as has been previously taught.As to the rules for determining the age of the skull
from tho condition of the sutures, it is necessary only
to compare them with the observations recorded in
this table to see what they are worth. It must not be
forgotten that there are other guides to the age of the
skull ; and I am not prepared to assert that, taken
together with them, the sutures are absolutely worth-
less in the bands of an experienced anatomist. I am
sure that to any one else the rules in question are
misleading and dangerous.

ACCIDENTS FROM THE ELECTRIC CURRENT.1
A Contribution to the Study of the Action of

Currents of High Potential upon the Human
Organism

BY PHILIP COOMBS KNAPP, A.M., M.D.,
Clinical Instructor in Diseases of the Nervous System, Harvard Med-ical School; Physician for Diseases of the Nervous System toOut-Patients, Boston City Hospital.

Moyeu19 reports the case of a man who received a
shock from an arc light and fell grasping the side wires
of the light with his hands, grounding the current with
his knee against an iron rail. There was a punched-
out opening over the knee, and an eschar on the pos-terior aspect of the thigh, leaving a deep listulous track
which was slow to heal. There was no other trouble.

Hummel20 reports two cases. One was a man who
got a shock from a 3,000-volt Brush-light wire, runningfifty 2,000-eandle lights. He got also an extra cur-
rent from cutting the wire. Ho hung by bis hands
from the wire for three minutes, and then was able: to
come down a ladder without help. The hands were
burned, but he had no other trouble sufficient to con-
fino liiin to the house. There was some slight loss of
motion and sensation in the forearms for ¡t time. The
second man received a shunt current, of unknown
strength, from a Brush-light wiro for five minutes. He
was senseless for a time, but soon rallied. The thumb

1 Read before the Boston Society for Medical Improvement, Feb-ruary 24, 1890. Concluded from page 371.
lu Moyor: Chicago Medical Journal and Examiner, November,188(1.
*» Hummel; Philadelphia Medical Journal Uullctin, April, 1886,

and two lingers of one hand were so badly burned as to

require amputation. The pulse never got above ob,
nor the temperature above 101° F., nor the respiration
above 24. There was a similar transitory diminution
of motion and sensation in the arms.

Buchanan'-1 reports a case where a man received a

shock from a Brush-light wire. He was stunned, Ins
sight was dimmed, his hands were burned, and his lace
and neck blistered, and there was slight shock. All
the symptoms passed off in twenty-four hours, exc pl
that the burns sloughed and required six weeks for re-

covery.
Terry w reports the case of a man who received a

shock from an electric light wire, and hung by the legs
with his head down for an hour before he could be re-

moved. He bad no memory of the shock, and no sur-

gical shock at any time. The hands were burned, and
there was a burn over the inner aspect of the thighs
and the end of the penis, taking off a congenital
phimosis. The burns sloughed, but finally healed-
The man made a satisfactory recovery.

Dana reports the case of a young man who was
struck by a live arc-light wire. He grasped it with
his left band and instantly fell. Tho current passed
through his arm and body for several moments. Ho
remembered only feeling a sudden blow on the head
which knocked him down and made him partially un-

conscious. He heard voices about him, saw a glimmer-
ing light, felt intense pain, expected death, and at last
lost consciousness. The left band was so badly
burned as to require amputation, but the arm was not
in the least paralyzed or anmsthetic, and the effect on
the general bodily functions was nil.

The subsequent history of these cases, however, is

not always obtainable. It is possible that some of
them, later, exhibited nervous symptoms of the types
of which I shall now speak.

II. Cases followed by more or less protracted symp-
toms, chiefly of a nervous character.

The cases already reported show the remarkablytolerance of the human organism to currents of h'tí'1
potential. I have already spoken of the influence
which the wonders of electricity exert on tho diseased
imagination of the paranoiac. It would be strange if,
when the newspaper reports of electrical accidents have
produced a feeling of panic in many minds, the actual
victims of such accidents should not develop many ner-
vous symptoms which often have a distinctly psychical
oiigin. Such symptoms might naturally be expected
to be most common in nervous persons, unfamiliar with
the action of electricity. It would be going too far,
however, to assume that the nervous symptoms whion
follow an electrical shock were purely psychical, 01
were to be found only in persons ot the class mentioned,
as the following cases will show. ,

Casio VI. Probably imaginary shock. Marked
tremor, nervousness and general shattering of the ner-
vous system. Recovery.

I was asked by Dr. D. W. Cheever, to see George L-,
forty-two, married, a ooachman, who was said to be
suffering from an electric shock. I saw him on April 1 1,
1889, and obtained the following history of his acoident.
lie had always been well and strong, although slightly
hypochondrical, had used alcohol pretty regularly»
although never to excess. He had been in one or two

" Buchanan: Lancet, February U, 188S. , ,,_.her» Terry: North American Journal ol Homoeopathy, ueoeiuu» .

1888.
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serious runaway accidents, and had conducted himself
with marked coolness, judgment, and courage. Five
days ago, on the tltb, a wet day, he was driving a span°f horses attached to a coupé, and about 10.¡30 a. II.,
one or both of the horses stepped on the conduit of the
West End Street Railway, which, from some defect in
construction, hud become charged with the electric
current used iu running the cars, claimed to be 500
volts, but probably greater. The horses got a shock,
dropped, and lay squealing and struggling for a moment.
As they fell, the driver, who was sitting on the box hold-
l"g the reins, says that his hands felt numb and queer,
and prickled and tickled. He jumped down, and
tl»in 1^8 bo stepped on the conduit; at any rate he felt a
shock and a prickling sensation like needles in bis
h'gS which was worse than in his arms, but neither
shock was painful. He wore ordinary sewed single
soled shoes, with iron nails only in the heels. He
thought he did not touch the conduit with his hands,
hut he may have touched the tire of the wheels, although
,l<: felt no further shock; he cannot say whether he:
knelt on the conduit. Ho saw no sparks before: his
eyes, and had no queer taste in his mouth. He sprang
to the coupei, after alighting, and got the horses loose,
and they started and ran to the stable. A friend who
helped him move the carriage felt a slight shock, which
Was not painful. L. was very much excited and felt
that he could not go after the horses. Ho did go to a
house some two blocks away to tell bis employer of
the accident. In doing so he had to take a friend's
arm, as he had severe pain in the knees, especially in
the knee-caps. He then returned to the scene of the
accident, where he met the Btable-keeper, who bad
come in a buggy to see what the matter was. L. got
into the buggy, helped take the coupé to the stable,
and then went home. Since that time he has stayed
m the house most of the time, being unable to do any-thing. He has been extremely nervous and apprehen-
sive, and for two days had the feeling of pins and
Oeedles in his feet, and cramps in the calves of his
logs at night, with occasional pain in the: knees; but
"e has had no pain in tho kuees since the 12th. He
has occasionally an aching pain in the back. He
mis a general shivery feeling, but does not feel cold or
Blok. He had ¡t little headache on the 9th and the
13th, but not enough to amount to anything. He feels
a_little dizzy on stretching. There is no trouble with
vision. Sleep has been very poor until last night,when he slept pretty well under thirty grains of bro-
mide, lie has been kept awake by a nervous feeling,
aud when he did fall asleep would start. Night be-
fore last he shook all night. To-day be bas a slightl'ain across the epigastrium. He has had no sexual
desire since the accident. Since his accident he has
had a constant tremor, most marked in the bandst; this
ls rather better to-day. When he came home ho could
n°t put, hi8 toes down to the floor very well. The
«¡lives now feel a little stiff.

L. is stout, ruddy, and the picture of vigorous health.
He: ¡s very nervous, apprehensive and restless, con-

stantly rubbing his hands together, lie: fears that he
Will never be able to work again, or to be the man
he was before. There is a tremor of the head and
hmbs, most marked iu the hands ; this tremor is
slightly increased in the arms on intended movements,
I he grip is not very strong, but there is no ataxia or

Komnerg's symptom, and he walks well. Tho tactile
sensibility seems a trifle blunted all over the body,

possibly more on the left side of the face than on the
right, but there is no distinct line of division, and no
true bemiamcsthesia to touch. The hold of vision as
tested by fingers seemed slightly contracted on the right.
All movements were well performed. There was slight
tenderness over the calves and the fourth dorsal verte-
bra, and rather more tenderness over the upper lumbar
vertebras. The knee-jerks were exaggerated, there
was front tap contraction, and a tendency to a patella
clonus. There was no real clonus either at the patalla
or ankle, but a tap caused several contractions and a

general muscular spasm. Examination of chest, nega-
tive; pulse, 100. No electrical tests were made. His
handwriting is here given.

Handwriting of G. L, At tho point -f- the wrist was held, and
the writing thus became steadier.

April 16th. Sleeping better; tremor almost gone.
Complains of soreness in the back. Goes out a little,
but is unable to do any work.

May 30th. Getting on well. Still has a slight
tremor in the right hand. Knee-jerks normal. Says
he is not the same man, and is rather despondent and
anxious. Nervous; gets out of breath easily; arms

give out on carrying anything.
Soon after he went with his employer to the sea-

shore, and resumed his work. His employer states
that he complained moro or less of his back until .Inly,
and was somewhat hypochondriacal ; but that since then
he has apparently been all right.

In this case the symptoms seem to have been due
purely to the imagination, for 1 cannot see how any
current to amount to anything could have passed
through his body. An unusual accident so terrified
him as to shatter his nerves completely.

I inquired into the condition of I he horses, who did
receive a shock and I learned that the accident had •

no effect on them. One had pneumonia a month
later, but neither of them was rendered more: skittish,
or lost anything in strength or speed.

It was apparently different with another pair of
horses who were tlio victims of an electrical accident.
I will quote the account of the accident from the Bos-
ton Post, of December 10, 188!).

A couple of horses attached to a cart were driven against \
a trolley wire of the West End Company's electric system, \
at the corner of ISoylston and Dartmouth Streets, yester- \
day forenoon at about eleven o'clock, and were thrown to 1
the ground. The wire, it is said, had been torn from its
fastenings on the: overhead cross-wire by a pile-driver /
loaded on a team, and had Bagged down to within a few 1/
feet of the ground. The driver of the: cart drove on with- If t
out noticing the: wire, with the result above stated. The ¡^horses were on the ground several iiiiiiiil.es, but, were finally
unharnessed and pulled out, apparently not much injured,
but trembling in e:ve:ry limb.

Ou February 15, 1890, I was told by a man em-
ployed at this stable that the horses hail been sick and
good-for-nothing ever since; being stupid, weak, and
unfit for any work.

A similar accident happened on February 23th, at
Lynn: A telephone wire at the corner of Hanover
ami Washington Streets fell on the trolley wire of the
Myrtle Street electric line. A Peabody horse-car
cauio along, the horses ran against the wire, and were

instantly knocked down. There was considerable ex-
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citement on the car. The horses were severely cut
and burned, but were finally rescued. I was unable
to get any information from the company ¡is to the
subsequent condition of these horses.

Case VII. Shock from trolley-wire current through
the telephone. Pain, lameness, swelling and weakness
of affected arm. Increased nervous irritability.

Mrs. B., forty-eight years, married, housewife, ex-
amined August 8, 1889. Was always quick and ner-
vous. " Inflammation of the bowels" some years ago,
which has prevented her from running. Health other-
wise fair, but not very strong and rather nervous.
Menopause a year ago. About 7 p. M., December,
1888, the first day the electric cars ran near then-
house, her husband saw a ball of fire in the tele-
phone, which was burned out. A wire passed from
the telephone into the cellar and was grounded on the
gas-pipe between the meter and the street main. There
was a burner connected with this gas-pipe near the
furnace in the cellar, and the gas-pipe then crossed
the water pipe, touching it in crossing. The telephone
company stated subsequently that the trolley wire fell
and crossed their wire, which grounded the trolley
current. Mrs. B. went to the cellar, after the tele-
phone took fire and started to light the gas. As she
took hold of the cock with her left hand she felt some-

thing like the stinging of beeb and could not hold on.
She: persevered, however, and lit the gas. When she
had dono so she found the cellar "full of electricity,"
the air filled with something like feathers floating
about, and the water-pipe burned off. In considerable
alarm she shut off the gas, receiving another shock,
and hurried up stairs. As their own telephone was
useless she hurried to the nearest drug-store to tele-
phone for assistance. She felt that she could not put
on her clothes, she had no control of her limbs, she:
could not stop, her feet seemed to go without her con-

trol, and she ran all the way to the drug-store, a thing
she had not done for years. Her husband, meanwhile,
cut the telephone wire:. He gota slight shock himself
in taking hold of some part of the furnace. Later in
the evening, about 10 p. M., Mrs. B. sat down with her
feet on the register and felt a shock through a pair of
ordinary single soled shoes. Since that time the left
arm has been lame, weak and swollen, so that for three
or four mouths she could not get on a ring that had
been largo enough before. For months she had con-
stant pain and aching in the arm, and still has it to ¡t

lesser degree. The arm is still not as strong as the
other. She has numb and prickly feelings in the hand,
and the grip is poor. She cannot hold the telephone
to her car with that hand, as it gives rise to an aching
and a prickly sensation, although she does not get this
same sensation from doing anything else. The right
hand is perfectly well. The left hand always used to
be stronger. Now the whole left side has been weaker,
especially during thunder-showers, She improved until
a heavy shower in May, but that disturbed her very
much. She has much more pain during a shower, and
feels very nervous and prostrated, and her head feels
light. She did not sleep well for a long time, but
sleeps well now. Ordinarily she can now attend toiler
housework except for her hand. For some weeks she
was unable to hold her sewing in that hand. She is
not especially nervous now, except when tired or dur-
ing showers. Has old aural trouble in right ear, and
is occasionally subject to vertigo which has been worse
since her accident. More easily excitable aud more

depressed since her accident. Has no trouble in ches ,

back, digestion, or micturition. No change in vision
or hearing. The pain is worse in the hand, but extent s

to the shoulder; lately the hand seems different and
flabbier. The legs are now ¡til right. For a time she
had a general "shaken-up" feeling.

Well developed and nourished, rather active and ner-

vous. Movements of eyes and pupils normal ; field 0

vision to fingers good. Tactile sensibility and motion
in the face and tongue: normal. Smell slightly less on

left. Vod. .} vos g. Watch heard as, 14 inches, ad,
one inch (old middle ear disease: ad). Tactile sensi-
bility in left hand and arm good, distinguishes between
sharp and blunt points readily. Slight tenderness
over nerve-trunks in left arm. Makes all the move-
ments with the left hand, but the grip is weaker.
Elbows Hexed with about equal strength. No vaso-
motor or trophic disturbances in left baud. Muscles
of the left arm react slightly less well to faradism tin111
the muscles of the right, but they react to a moderate
curremt; the electricity seems to cause pain in that
arm. Triceps reflex, present right, absent left. Knee-
jerk slightly increased on left. Patella twitch present
left, absent right. Walks well. No ataxia or Re'11'
berg. Pulse 84.

February 22, 1890. Says that she has bee"
worse since the examination in August. The mud
faradio current employed increased her pain. Lvei
since has had very severe pain in the arm and side,
with tenderness along the nerves and on the left scap-
ula in the intra-spinous region. This seems very sen-
sitive to a slioht touch and her husband says it is cold.
No spinal tenderness. General health fairly good.
She finds that she gets more relief from trying to work
than by holding the hand still, although using the hand
itself for even light work produces great pain. Cannot
lie on that side. Sleep poor, exhausted feeling m

morning. Arm very weak, cannot pass a dish across
the table without dropping it, if she has to hold it out
for any length of time. Unusually nervous on the
evening of the 18th before the thunder-storm. Cannot
use the telephone without pain in the arm. Can ride
one trip on the electric cars without much discomfort,
but if she goes into town and comes out again on them
she suffers for twenty-four hours.

Although in this case the psychical element was

well-marked, and some of her statements are rendered
doubtful by her excited condition (notably the state-
ment that "'The air was full of something like leathers,
since the dynamo current is not likely to electrify sur-

rounding objects the way the static spark sometime
does) it seems to me that there is something more than
a psychical affection hero. We certainly have not a

hysterical inonoplcgia, a "local traumatic neurosis,
and it Beems probable that there is some disturbance ol
the peripheral nerves in the arm (perhaps from lite'ii-
orrhages in their sheaths) combined with a general
functional disturbance.

Cask VIII. Shock from the arc-light current.
Burns and fall. Insomnia and nervousness of four
years' duration.

January 3, 1890. I bad an opportunity for a brief
conversation with G. II., but unfortunately I had n»

chance to make: any elaborate inquiry into his symp-
toms, or to make any examination, lie is twenty-lour,
unmarried, and is, at present, fireman for a stationary
boiler. In November or December, 1885, he was an

electric lineman, and one wet night he was on a wooden
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pole, with an iron step on which his right thigh rested,adjusting a T. and II. arc light. 11e held the carbon
•hois right hand, when ¡t grounded wire made a cir-
cuit through his body and the wet pole, and he fell onthe top of a freight-car. It is uncertain whether he;
lost consciousness, but he was finally picked up by a
hi'akeinati and went home. For a week he tried to
Work, but finally he was obliged to give it up. He
Was very nervous, " all broke up," and slept none for
three nights. He had a bad burn on the inside of the
t'ligh, and a slight bunion the hand. For a year after
'"s injury he had, at times, pain and a queer swelled
feeling in the thigh. Since that time he has been very"ervous and has had to give up electric light work ; he
Used to tremble greatly while at work. Ever since his
injury he has slept poorly and has been nervous and
shattered, although he is slowly improving. Before
¡us injury ho was strong and well, and a good sleeper ;he often took electric shocks, and never saw but one

battery that ho could not bear ; now electricity breaks
ni'u up and ho feels nervous and feels the electricitywhen going near a dynamo. Thunder-storms, how-
ever, have: no effect.

Robert ** reports the caso of a man who received a
shock in a telephone office from a blind wire. He
had clonic muscular spasm, temperature 97° F., res-

piration 50, pulse very rapid. He had severe pain in
'eft arm, and later convulsions of that arm and the:
r'ght leg

—

a sort of jactitation, suppression of which
Caused severe pain. This continued three days, the:
'ourth day it became a tremor, and the tilth day it
ceased.

rhe manager of tho Oakland Electric Light, and
Motor Company, was measuring the resistance of elec-
tee light circuits.24 He took hold of two wires, which
Unknown to him were in a circuit, taking one firmly in
each hand to pull them apart. He says, " My hands
were paralyzedj my arms were as stiff as bars of iron,and the cords stood out iu largo bunches ; my head
Was turned round in tho direction of the current (totne right, the current entering by the left baud) ; myeyos bulged out with burning pressure and glazed over,then I lost my senses and fell to the floor." This
hioke the circuit which lasted about five seconds. The
volume Was about 1,400, from two Weisse dynamos.He had no pain, and slight burns, but tho shock to the
"ervous system was very severe, and two months latertlio effects were still evident.

Dana cites a case of Thompson's. A man of fiftySiiw a fatal electrical accielent. Two weeks later he
Was struck by a dead wire carrying no curreut. He:
 ell unconscious, and a few hours later was found to
'ave typical traumatic hysteria, right hemiplegia and
neuiiamesthia.

1 eterson 2* gives two cases: An elevated railroad
employee, twenty-five years of age, who had hitherto
heen a very strong and healthy man, on August 13,lfJ89, ubotit 11 a. m., while at work, picked up a
wire on the elevated railroad, which was probably"end, but enlivened by bis moving it and bringing it intoei». * o oJ-irciiit with some other. He luid a buzzing in his
lead, and instant muscular rigidity followed almost im-

mediately by relaxation. He: had evidently made a

Circuit by picking up the wire, and his tetanic spasmhad broken it again, lie felt momentarily unhurt,
u }\'>h,ott ' St. Louis Oourior of Medicino, November, 1880.
u „uo,u«nliil Medical Time). October, 1881), u. C(I2.i oierson : New York Moellon! Record, Novombor 2, 1889.

then fell in a heap, and was conveyed to the hospital.
In the ambulance ho recovered consciousness, but was
so drowsy at the hospital that they forcibly kept liim
awake:. I Ie was burned but very slightly. He was able
to walk home unassisted, at 6 P. M., the same day.
For a week be bad consielerable muscular twitching,
like chorea; suffered from insomnia, and when asleep
would dream of touching the wire, getting a shock,
and would then suddenly waken. There is no sign
now of any organic disease about him. Ho is unable
to work, however. He has pain in moving his eyes,
but his eyes are normal, lie walks in a stooping posi-
tion, and says he cannot straighten up because of pain
in his back. His muscles twitch occasionally, accord-
ing to his account, and he has a slight tremor, and the
kuee-jerks and wrist-jerks are exaggerated. He is
troubled with headache, and his face has a somewhat
anxious look. He evidently has sustained a profound
shock to his nervous system, and his mind is much ab-
sorbed in tho contemplation of his morbid condition
and symptoms. His state is more: than one: of neuras-
thenia, and less than hypocliondriasis. It evidently
corresponds to the traumatic neuroses due to other
kinds of shock, like railway-brain, railway-spine, etc.
He mentioned ¡mother case of a man in whom chore!-
form movements bad developed after a severe shock
from an electric wire.

In this second class of cases the symptoms are
neither new nor strange. With the exception of the
burns, there is little if anything showing a specificaction of the electric current. They are similar to the
symptoms which develop after severe shocks to tho
nervous system, such as falls, fright, or railway acci-
dents'. As Dana and Peterson both claim, these cases
are practically identical with the eases of traumatic
neuroses from other causes.

I said in the beginning of this paper that the dis-
eased imagination of the paranoiac was readily influ-
enced by the wonderful powers of the electric current,
but these [lowers had ceased to excite wonder iu tho
ordinary mind. The recent manifestations of these
powers, under such frightful aspects have excited the
entire community, and among some persons, at least,
electricity is regarded with almost a panic terror. It
is not strange, therefore, that the old maxim, omne

ignotum pro magnifico, hero holds good, and that
people ignorant of electricity are now disposed to as-
cribe all sorts of action to it. In such persons the
psychical effect of a mild shock, or of an imaginedshock, would bo very great. The action of shocks
from currents of high potential, however, cannot bo
wholly psychical, for, as I have shown, serious nervous
symptoms may arise in persons familiar with tho
actual working of electricity, and persons who have
frequently subjected themselves to its action.

The important question that now arises is, What is
the dangerous dose of electricity ? This is the ques-
tion which has been so bitterly discussed in the public
press, by alleged experts whose scientific candor was
fur leas than their zeal to support the pretensions of
some special dynamo. It is a question, moreover,
which at present admits of no definite answer. The
cases thus far presented, however, and a reference to
some of the facts of electro-physics may throw some

light upon the subject.
Tho determination of the actual strength of current

which jiasses through tho human body depends uponOhm's law, that the intensity varies directly with the
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electro-motive force, and inversely with the resistance :

the well-known formula, I = s. The resistance of the
human body is a very vague and uncertain factor. The
researches of Gärtner,20 which were subsequently con-
tinued by .lolly,37 show that the resistance of the skin
at the moment the current enters is very great, but
that if the current continues to act it may fall to one-
thirtieth of its original amount. The amount of the
decline in resistance increases with the intensity of the
current, and the length of time it passes. Gärtner
measured the resistance by applying one moist un-

polarizable electrode to tho flexor surface of the fore-
arm, the other to the extensor surface of the same
arm. Weak currents as a rule (three to thirty volts)
were employed for brief periods. The initial resist-
ance was from 00,000 to 250,000 ohms, soon falling,
however, to 5,000 to 9,000. This resistance is chiefly in
the epidermis, for, on removing the epidermis from
the arm of a cadaver, whose resistance had been from
30,000 to 80,000 ohms, Gärtner found it from 1,600
to 2,000 ohms.28 With the skin more thoroughly wet,
and the duration longer, the resistance of course is less,
dränge found resistance of 6,000 to 17,000 ohms in
frogs, and 6,000 to 90,000 iu men. Professor Trow-
bridge: informs me that in testing the resistance from
hand to hand, the bands being immersed in a zinc sul-
phate solution, he found it 3,000 to 6,000 ohms.
Brown20 cites the experiments made by Edison as

evidence which totally disproves the view that the re-
sistance of the body may be great. As a matter of
fact Edison's experiments are in close accord with Gart-
ner's. Gärtner, as I said, found a resistance of 1,600
to 2,000 ohms when the epidermis was removed; Ed-
ison soaked the epidermis in caustic potash, thus ren-

dering it a comparatively good conductor, and found
the resistance was 1,000 to 2,000 ohms. In ordinaryaccidents the conditions iu Edison's experiments, or
even in Gartner's, do not obtain. The epidermis is
dry, the contact imperfect, and perhaps of very short
duration, and the resistance to the first passage of the
current may bo even greater than Gärtner found. The
great electro-motive force of the current, however,
will speedily lessen this resistance. We see, then, how
Case II escaped from any bad effects from the electric
shock, and we must admit that the resistance of the
body may vary greatly. Another factor must be con-
sidered when man becomes a link in the circuit that
grounds the current, and that is the resistance of his
shoes, which must be considerable. Horses, with iron
shoes, are perhaps more readily prostrated than men.
That the current may be conveyed through the shoes
seems evident by certain facts given mo by Professor
Trowbridge. He tells me that in the Jefferson Physi-
cal Laboratory at Cambridge, it is possible to get a

perceptible spark by touching the insulated wire that
carries a 120-volt alternating current, grounding it
through the body. Here the grounding current must
pass through the insulating material (the " under-
writers' " insulated wire), the body, rubber-soled shoos,
¡inel several inches of concrete.

The problem of the electro-motive force is by no
means so simplo as it would appear from the ordinary
" Gitrtnor : Modlzinlsobo Jiibrbliclier, p. 519,1882.
" Jolly: UlltorHllchungcn über den elektrischen LoibcrgHllittrrs-tuiid dee inenscblloben, bférpess, Strasburg, iss«l.
" Oiirtner'8 ligures lire given ¡" S units which equal 0.87 olimx.

The figure! in the text are giren in round numbers andnre Homewlint
below eüirinor'ri figures when reduoed to ohms.

a» Brown : North American Keview, November, 1889.

Statement that the current used was one of 500 or

of 2,000 volts. In the early days of Faraday's re-

searches he was asked why a shock was felt when a

circuit containing an electro-magnet was broken, and
why no shock was felt when the circuit contained
neither electro-magnet nor wire coil. This led I'ara-
day to study what he called extra currents, but winch
are now spoken of as currents of self-induction or in-

ductance.80 If the circuit contains a coil of wire, it is

found that on closing the circuit a current of brief du-
ration is induced in that wire, which runs in the oppo-
site direction to the steady current. On opening the
circuit another current, running in the same direction,
is induced iu the circuit. These extra currents, or

currents of self-induction, were carefully studied by
Blaserna,01 who found that the extra current of open-
ing was of shorter duration, but much more intense
than the extra current of closing. Now every dynamo
current necessarily contains a coil in its circuit, and
consequently must present the phenomena of induct-
ance. Hence, when a person receives a shock from a

dynamo-current, he must also get when the current is

broken, a self-induced or extra current of opening, ol

great intensity, but short duration. Tho strength ot
this extra current depends ou so many factors that it is

not easy to calculate, but I understand that, with a

current of 500 volts, it may reach 2,000 or 3,000 volts.
It follows, then, that where the factors in the prob-

lem are so variable, we cannot make any positive asser-
tions, and say that because A received a shock lroin
a 2,000-volt current, without harm, it must bo harm-
less to B, when we known neither the body-resistance
of A or B, nor what part of the current A received.
As well say that, because A swallows ten grains of
morphine and survives, ten grains is a safe dose to

give to B.
Bearing all this in mind, we may note the very few

data which we possess, in the hope of getting some
little empirical knowledge.

The currents of high potential to which we are ex-

posed are the continuous and the alternating: the for-
mer being the one now in use in Boston for the electric
cars and the electric lights. The voltage of the
trolley-current is claimed to be 500, although this is

probably often exceeded. The voltage of the arc

light is about 2,000 to 3,000.
As regards the trolley-current we have seen

_
(Case

VII) that it may produce serious injury. It is said
that the horse recently killed by electricity in Cam-
bridge made a ground cireuit with a trolley-wire, and at
Edison's laboratory a dog weighing 57£ pounds was

killed by a continuous current of 400 volts. With
imperfect contact and a high resistance of the body
it is not likely to prove fatal, but with firm contact
and lessened resistance it would be unwise to run sue

risk. We certainly are not justified in proclaiming
that this current is harmless. The arc-light current,
as we have seen, may be dangerous to life anil healt I.

The chief bone of contention between electrical ex-

perts is the relative dangers of the continuous and the

alternating currents, and examination of tho discus
sions on this point gives us comparatively little scie

tifie knowledge, but does increase our knowledge o

invective. It is an admitted fact in electro-therapeutics-
which any one can demonstrate to himself in two min-

»» Fleming! The Altornato Current Transformer, p. 37, et seq.

London, 1889.
.

, v¡ ¡¡2,
« Blnsonui: alómalo dl scion/.o linturali ed ocouoinicue, »•,

1870.
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"tes, that shifting the pole-changer of an ordinary gal-
vanic battery, thus alternating the current, will give a
much more powerful stimulation

—

the most powerful,
111 fact, of which we make use in electrotherapeutics.We would naturally expect, a priori, that the alternat-
"ig current of high potential would have a more pro-found effect upon the human organism. This a priori
view seems to have some support from experiments on
 ndtnals. Peterson, who followed the experiments at
Edison's laboratory, confirms the results given byBrown, that dogs who withstood continuous currents of
1,000-1,400 volts were killed by alternating currents of
250-800 volts; and Edison himself states82 that he
has seen a large dog killed by ¡in alternating current
°f 168 volts. Tho rapidity of alternation, according to

Peterson,88 makes a great difference. Dogs were
killed by continuous currents of 400-1,000 volts, and byalternating currents of 140-800 volts. Brown, more-
over, claims that the alternating current of high poten-tial has killed men who touched its insulated wires.
Grange states, from experiments on animals, that, with
equal electro-motive force, generators of alternating cur-
rents produce differences of potential double those of con-
tinuous currents, and that, while the dangerous effect of
pontinuous currents exists only on making and break-
"tg, the dangerous effect of alternating currents exists
during the whole period of their passage; therefore,he concludes that the alternating current is incompara-bly more dangerous. He found that by alternatingharmless currents ho could produce death. D'Arson-
val84 states that the danger from continuous currents
comes from sudden breakage; although ho thinks a
o00-volt current not dangerous in itself, there is dan-
ger from the extra current at 100 volts, which provedfatal to a guinea-pig. The alternating current is much
more dangerous. In experiments of guinea-pigs he
succeeded in killinn- them with alternatinn- currents of
i on •120 volts. D'Arsonval was appointed by the minister
°f the telegraph and postal service as a member of a
commission to regulate the ele:etric currents, and he,
therefore, advised 500 volts as the maximum for the
continuous current, and 60 volts as the maximum for
the alternating current, which might be employedWithout special permission. Above this they considered
that there was danger.I have referred to these French observations at some

length as they seem less tainted by controversy, and as
this question of tho relative safety of the two currents
has recently been raised in Boston. The advocates of
the alternating current80 do not advance any experi-
ments on animals to prove that their current is less
dangerous, but they cite cases, like Case II, where
Persons have been uninjured from shocks from the our-
rent, I have already spoken of the fallacy connected
with such arguments.

It is from tho purpose of this paper, which has
Wready reached too great a length, to speak of the
measures to be adopted to avoid these accidents. In
nut one city, outside of America, England and Italy,
jii'e the wires carrying these high currents allowed to
be above ground.80 In Franco and Germany the num-

ber of accidents is very small. The number of acci-
dents in this country is, of course, relatively very

,\ F;''is"" : North American Itoviow, November, 1889.
s<> .i*ol<"'si'H, ote.: Report of the e:<.ilttee ol the Medico-Legal

,, 1tï on the tiesi Met hod ol Kxoeutioii ol Criminals by Eleotrlclty.
K„„. i^'Armrnvni : uumpLes rendus heixi. des soanoes et mémoires de inw-lé du 1,loloBlu. B »«• ' ' iv. I'- Xl- lw7-

to ,:v"8t'1'BliouBo : North American Review, Deoember, 1889. Ihoiuson : North American ltevlew, Fobruniy, 188U.

small, the risk being vastly less than from railways or
other accidents, but most of these accidents are pre-
ventable, and it is our duty, as physicians, to urge that
the: most rigid control he exercised over these new
uses of electricity. They cannot be abolished, but they
can be controlled.

CONCLUSIONS.

(1) Currents of high potential may produce no per-
manent effect upon the human organism, or they may
cause severe burns without other effects, or they
may give rise to nervous symptoms of various kinds,
similar to those seen after other injuries,—tho so-
called " traumatic neuroses."

(2) Currents of high potential may prove fatal im-
mediately, or they may give rise to burns which later
cause death.

(3) The limit of safety from death or injury from
ourrents of high potential has not yet been determined,
and is probably variable.

(4) The alternating current is probably more dan-
gerous than a continuous current of equal electro-
motive force.

Nil in. — Uy mi oversight, the figure« for the respirator; ourve «ere
omitted from the chart of Case IV. The line Of 7(l for the pulse Htunds
for the line of 15 for tho rosi>irutinn, 8(1 for 20, i'O for -ß, oto.

A CASE OF LABOR IN A ROBERT'S PELVIS
BY GEORGE HAVEN, M.D.

Mus. C, twenty years old, born in Boston, pregnant
for the first time, was taken in labor at 3 A. m.,
August 21, 1889; two hours later the waters broke,
the pains after this becoming more severe.

1 saw her for the first time: ¡it 1 p. M., or nine hours
after the beginning of labor. On abdominal palpationthe head was found movable at the pelvic brim, the
small parts were felt above the umbilicus, and the
heart sounds were heard about half-way between the
umbilicus and the syniphysis, in the median line, 140
per minute. Upon vaginal examination, the cervix
was found sufficiently dilated to admit two lingers,
was thick, and not very soft, position O. D. P. Three
hours late:r, the:re having been no progress, the: patient
glowing tired, and the feetal heart becoming irregular
and rapid, ether was given, and the os dilated man-
ually, the process occupying thirty minutes. The
introduction of the band for this purpose, made it
apparent that there was a transverso narrowing of the
pelvis. The forceps were now applied, lint vigorous
traction failed to advance the head. The hand was
now introduced, and the head rotated to an 0. 13. A. ;
but on withdrawal of the hand, the posterior position
was so rapidly re-established that it was impossible to
apply the forceps. Two more attempts with the for-
ceps met with failure.

Dr. Coolielgo now saw the ease with me, and we
both agreed that version would be too dangerous, on
account of the well-marked Bandl's ring. The appli-
cation of the forceps by Dr. Coolidge resulted as the four
other attempts had, in failure.

Dr. Edward Reynolds was sent for, and arrived
about 7 o'clock. Foetal heart sounds very faint. An
attempt with axis-truction rods failed to advance the
head, and an intrauterina examination found a pulseless
cord. At 7.45 I perforated and delivered with tho
eranioclast. It was even then a hard delivery, the
shoulders giving much trouble The placenta was re-
moved manually, aud convalescence was uneventful.
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